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We’re Glad 

 You’re Here

You don’t have to be religious to have a problem with killing humans. We welcome pro-life activists, closeted pro-lifers, people on the fence, and anyone interested in exploring the secular arguments against abortion.
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[image: Crime scene tape]Human Sacrifice Is Now Legal in Indiana
April 9, 2024

Quite a headline, I know. We try not to be the clickbaity sort…
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This article originally appeared on Sarah Terzo’s Substack.…
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Once a month or so, the Secular Pro-Life blog features a short…
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It’s crucial that we demonstrate that anyone can–and everyone should–oppose abortion. Thanks to you, we are working to change minds, transform our culture, and protect our prenatal children. Every donation supports our ability to provide nonsectarian, nonpartisan arguments against abortion. Read more details here. Please donate today.
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